
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS EVALUATION

Research shows that Christopher Columbus probably wasn't the first European to reach America, and even if he was,
the place was already inhabitated,so we.

On each of his voyages he journaled about the voyages he took, he documented what he learned, saw, and
experienced. The natives were not the only ones who suffered. First, the Commercial Revolution generated
economic stability. The Dogs of Paradise, which has similar characteristics as The Harp and the Shadow, is a
novel that focuses on the discovery of the New World. Although Christopher Columbus is recognized as a
hero, who discovered the America and made it what it is today, his motives were to take all the valuable goods
from the new world to the Spain. These impacts do not just develop by day, and we never know what it will
bring i. Individuals that are enlighten before the others, are condemned to pursue that light despite the
perception of others. Although Christopher Columbus used his courage and great navigation skills to voyage
to a place unknown to the western part of the world many native people suffered from his voyages to the west.
Genoa was a seaport that was on the Ligurian sea. Granted, the expedition Columbus embarked on brought a
whole new understanding of the world to the Europeans. What experts are saying He started the society that
makes us who we are today, the society that allowed our ancestors to come to America and start the life that
we live now. He was the start of something bigger than himself and the end of another thing. Describe the
background of Christopher Columbus. Research shows that Christopher Columbus probably wasn't the first
European to reach America, and even if he was, the place was already inhabitated,so we cannot credit him for
"discovering" America or anything over there. He was not born into a very wealthy family like many assume
he was, but in fact was born into a middle working class family. However, it was actually the Vikings were the
first to discover America years prior to Columbus. In addition, his ventures not only enabled the spread of the
gospel to pagan peoples, but also set the stage for the emergence of the United States of America. They even
have a day dedicated to him. Beginning in Spanish conquerors adopted "the Requirement," an ultimatum in
which Indians were forced to accept "the Church as the Ruler and Superior of the whole world" or face
persecution. He has been credited for opening up the Americas to European colonization. Would they
celebrate Columbus Day if they really knew the facts? Columbus was an adventurer and was enthused by the
thrill of the quest of the unknown. However, in four separate voyages to the Caribbean from to , he remained
convinced that he had found the lands that Marco Polo reached in his overland travels to China at the end of
the 13th century. He have killed millions of natives. According to a journal entry from Columbus himself,
dated back to , he gained their trust and friendship just so that he could convert them and turn them into slaves.
His father was Donenico Columbo, a weaver and wool dealer. This quote is about Christopher Columbus and
his discovery of the Americas.


